Let us ensure that the coming days are about
living the Mantra of ‘Swachhata Hi Seva’.
Leading up to Gandhi Jayanti, we can encourage

wide spread support for, and participation in
cleanliness initiatives across India. A clean India
is the most noble service we can do for the poor,
downtrodden and the marginalized.

- Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi

ACTION TAKEN REPORT from Shri J.P. Mathur Charitable Trust
In following up respected Prime Minister’s advice in his letter dated 12 th September to run
SWACCHHATA HI SEVA drive among students, teachers, and other fellow-citizens before
Mahatma Gandhi’s Birth Anniversary on 2nd October 2017.
We have the honour to submit to our respected Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi ji the
following report on the action taken against his call to the nation to make Mahatma Gandhi’s
birth anniversary this year as a memorable event of action with total participation of cocitizens; and especially with the Youth Force (Yuva Shakti) in the geographical area of our
activities and work:-



Immediately after the receipt of the letter from the PMO, Shobhit Kumar- Managing
Trustee called a meeting of the members, office bearers and long–time associated
volunteer citizens for making the action plan.
Action: The meeting was conducted at the Trust office at Mayur Vihar Phase II, Delhi
on the 18th September 2017. It was decided that


Shobhit University, Meerut; and Shobhit University, Gangoh (Saharanpur), along
with the Trust office in Delhi will be the main hubs of the proposed programme;



A week long programme will be conducted from 25th September through 2nd
October 2017;



The programme will begin with a seminar in the auditorium of both universities
on 25th/26th September in which participation of all people in the university and
of the citizens in peripheral areas will be ensured;



The programme will be in the form of a cleanliness drive where action will be
accompanied with the thought of cleaning as a national duty of every Indian
citizen;



Moral aspect of ‘cleanliness is service’ will be emphasized in every talk during
the week-long drive;



Since another campaign is on with the youth with a strong local and colloquial
sense of emphasizing the moral theme of cleanliness, namely, “Ma Kasam,
Hindustan Swachh Rakhenge” the same campaign and campaigners will also be
associated with this drive;



Actual process and action of cleaning in the streets, vacant plots of land in the
vicinity of the university, inside the university campus, outside the campus and a

part of the town area will be carried out by groups of students and teachers of
both universities in their respective area;


There will also be competitions among the students highlighting the theme of
cleanliness and volunteering to keep the country clean;



The proposed action plan carried following components:

Selection of Shobhit University, Meerut; and Shobhit University, Gangoh
(Saharanpur) to provide lead to the citizens in general including students, urban
and rural youth, professionals, laborers and farmers; in that to write letters and
communicate vehemently with the university authorities, teachers, staff
members, national and international students, Sarpanches in the neighboring
villages and District authorities, about the drive and procedures to do the drive
successfully with good participation.

Action: Letters were written to the Chancellor and Vice-Chancellors informing them
about the intent of the Trust; an Outline of the proposed Action Plan; request for their
cooperation in fulfilling the Action Plan; information about the theme of the proposed
Drive; tentative action plan of the Drive and students’ participation in competitions
etc.
Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra, Chancellor of the University duo, was happy to be entrusted
with responsibility to lead the Drive in the rural parts of Meerut and Saharanpur where
the university campuses are located. Both Vice Chancellors called immediate staffmeetings. Local action plans in both universities were charted and Chancellor was
apprised of their action plans.



The actual programme began on 25th September at Gangoh in Saharanpur and in
Modipuram in Meerut in the form of a public seminar in their respective auditorium.
Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra took the lead of the programme personally at Meerut, where
in his speech in the seminar he apprised the participants about the intention of the
government that this campaign was a part of the larger framework of action for
cleanliness till the last person in the country should accept the mantra of
SWACCHATA HI SEVA (Cleanliness is service). Vice Chancellors in both universities,
learned speakers, Professors, Student leaders, Youth Leaders, Citizen-forum leaders,
Neighborhood personalities- all understood, spoke and resolved in one voice that this
mantra will not be forgotten. Other highlights of the seminars at both places were the
resolutions that the youth will take a lead in this particular drive and subsequently; this
campaign, that ought to be made perpetual, will try to make patterns of activities so
that eventually the Cleanliness-Service theme becomes part of a general behavior of
the masses. The local, the colloquial, the earthy phrases were accepted to be
incorporated into the campaign slogans so that an integration of language, theme,
thought for the new and emphatic behavior adoption takes place. In nutshell,
cleanliness should become a matter of routine behavior and habit.



The Public Seminar was followed by daily cleanliness in the campus and in the
neighborhood;



Awareness sessions with general public were carried on by the students, teachers and
other citizens. This set an example of peer-learning and peer-motivation for adopting
yet another imperative of behavior as a voluntarily taken moral compulsion. This
programme coupled with occasional service of cleanliness action in the streets, served
to be most potent part of the week-long drive.



Citizens including people in the neighborhoods, non-student rural youth, students and
teachers wrote “Sankalpa Patras” to keep the theme of cleanliness aglow and in action
for all times to come.



Cleanliness to form a theme in the Feed Back Form from the students in their
evaluation of the institution, so that they (the students) feel responsible for this moral
proposition that they took over in this drive as their own.



Students participated in thematic poster-making competition on the matter of
cleanliness.



Students also participated in other competitions arranged by different departments and
institutions in both areas.



PROGRAMME ON BAPU’S BIRTH ANNIVERSARY:
On 2nd October, oath was administered to the students; students were given prizes for
their contribution to the campaign and also for competitions; Voluntary cleanliness
programmes were conducted in both campuses. Main programme of the Trust this day
was conducted in and around the Trust office at Mayur Vihar Phase II, Delhi.
Managing Trustee- Shobhit Kumar and Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra- Chancellor of
Shobhit University lead the cleanliness programme, in which several senior officers,
staff members of the Trust and the University, co-citizens, adolescents, youth and
students participated.
The programme ended with lunch to all participants.

Shobhit Kumar- Managing Trustee- Shri JP Mathur Charitable Trust, declared the Drive
closed for the day, but exhorted that this habit-forming drive will be carried on in every
one’s routine life, in which not only the participant but her/his family members,
neighbours and all others in their interaction-structure must imbibe the theme of
cleanliness as a matter of culture and morality by which we lead our daily life.
“WE CHERISH MORE AND MORE FROM OUR BELOVED PRIME MINISTER TO DO, BECAUSE
OUR HUMBLE PARTICIPATION GIVES US AN ENORMOUS SENSE OF FULFILMENT IN HIS
GIGANTIC TASK OF NATION RE-BUILDING.”
Attachments:
Some photographs and media reports

(Shobhit Kumar)
Managing Trustee
Shri J.P. Mathur Charitable Trust
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